
Fact sheet:
In-House Scrum Training

Do you want to qualify yourself, your coworkers  and employees in Scrum?  Do you want to introduce new impulses - by 
trainers with real-life Scrum experience - into your organisation?  Do you want to start with Scrum or improve your actual 
Scrum implementation? Do your coworkers and employees shall be able to receive a Scrum Alliance certification for their 
knowledge? Do you want to ensure optimal learning? Do you want to „do better Scrum“?

We know: You are not just another company. The answers to these questions  are as individual as your organisation itself. 
That is  the reason why we believe, that you should not chose an out-of-the box Scrum training. This  fact sheet helps you to 
select and co-create the Scrum training you need:
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The facts:

Success: We want to help you, your team, and your organisation to succeed. This is our highest condition of satisfaction 
and the main quality factor of our course design.

Objectives:  We determine the objectives of the training with our clients in a preparation meeting. We ensure that the 
courses are embedded into your Scrum introduction and implementation strategy. 

Preparation: The participants  receive a couple of tasks and a questionnaire before the course. This allows us to use the 
time in the course more efficiently. We are also your partner in organisational questions around your training.

Trainers are Certified Scrum Trainers Andreas Schliep and/or Peter Beck.  We belong to the 
small group of Scrum pioneers in Germany, starting with Scrum back in 2003. Our own Scrum 
stories are full of successes and failures. We share the experience with you. 

1800+ Certified ScrumMasters  and Certified Product Owners  have been successfully trained 
by Peter Beck and Andreas Schliep so far.

3 days instead of 2 days: Scrum is  easy to learn but hard to do. We know the challenge. Our 3 
day courses ensure: the participants are ready to apply Scrum.

Scrum: We adjust the course content and exercises to the needs of the participants during the 
training. We do not merely preach Scrum, we practice it!

Interactive: A core principle of Scrum is „learning by doing“. This  principle is  implemented in 
our courses by interactive simulations and modern learning methods.

Together: Scrum means being „tightly together“. We produce the best results, if all stakehold-
ers  and team members work tightly together in the training. Developers, Product Owners, 
ScrumMasters,  managers, customers, users... they all lean together. The Scrum Team and the 
organisation are immediately ready to start with their first Sprint; or apply the discovered im-
provement opportunities to their existing Scrum environment.

"Scrum-ourselves": How do we apply it in our organisation - the question of questions. We 
help our participants to find answers in an individually tailored section at the end of the training.

Certification: Depending on the main theme of the course,  the participants qualify for the Certified ScrumMaster or Cer-
tified Scrum Product Owner certifications by Scrum Alliance.

Retrospective: Actually, we are learning and improving ourselves with each training. We evaluate the course after the event 
and determine useful approaches for follow-up events and organisational improvements. 

Coaching: We do not have to leave you alone after the training. The Scrum training itself is an important and valuable step 
towards your success. Alas, the newly gained energy and innovation power can dissolve pretty quickly without coaching and 
consulting. We are glad to be your coaches and advisors before or after the training.
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The Content:

As Certified Scrum Trainers  we ensure that the Scrum foundations are 
understood.  We want to see the Scrum principles internalised. The 
participants  can build up on that.  Depending on the velocity of the 
group, we take care of advanced topics during the course. 
They help to answer the questions around „Scrum-
Ourselves?“. The final section helps you to transfer the 
new knowledge into your organisation.

The Alternative:

Use our public training program on www.dasscrumteam.com: The advantages speak for themselves:

Beyond your own nose: See what is happening outside of your company. Come back with new ideas and perspectives.

Learning environment: We ensure a training location that supports optimal learning. 

Combination: The trainer and coach supports  your work after the training by coaching sessions  and workshops. Read 
more about our coaching approach at www.dasscrumteam.com/coaching.

Effective: The „return on time invested“ factor of an open course is  pretty high. If you want to register a group at one of our 
public courses, do not hesitate to ask about our coaching client and group discounts.

What Our Participants Say:

„DasScrumTeam designs  their CSM class  quite varied and exciting, so that many aha-effects  happen with  the participants. 
That is  pretty motivating. Through their tremendous  expertise, the trainers  are able to find a pretty good reply to any ques-
tion. Continue that way!“

„Very well constructed training, that introduces  Scrum by doing it  in a well-balanced mixture of theory and many practical 
exercises. The trainer occasionally take care of individual requests, and provide hints  and tricks  for practical implementa-
tions.“

„Pretty refreshing way to run a training. Congratulations!“
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Scrum Foundations
Why Scrum? Principles; artefacts; roles; meetings; estimating; 
Sprint and Release Planning; ...

Scrum in Depth
Scaling; team dynamics; Scrum intro-
duction; tough situations; my Scrum 
role; contracts; stakeholders; ...

Scrum-Ourselves
Define actions; Include 
multiplicators, managers 
and decision makers...


